We study the possibility of reconstructing the quantum state of light in a cavity subject to dissipation. We pass atoms, also subject to decay, through the cavity and surprisingly show that both decays allow the measurement of s-parametrized quasiprobability distributions. In fact, if we consider only atomic decay, we show that the Wigner function may be reconstructed. Because these distributions contain whole information of the initial field state, it is possible to recover information after both atomic and field decays occur.
Introduction
The measurement of a quantum state is a central topic in quantum optics and related fields [1, 2] . Several techniques have been developed in order to achieve such goal, for instance tomographic reconstruction by unbalanced homodyning [3] , cascaded homodyning [4] , the direct sampling of the density matrix of a signal mode in multiport optical homodyne tomography [5] and reconstruction via photocounting [6] , to cite some. Proposals to measure electromagnetic fields inside cavities [7, 8] have also been given. Such state reconstruction in cavities is usually achieved through a finite set of selective measurements of atomic states [7] that make it possible to construct different quasiprobability distribution functions.
However, in real experiments, dissipative processes that have destructive effects may occur. Schemes that treat dissipative cavities have been proposed [8, 9] . They involve physical processes that allow the storage of information about quantum coherences of the initial state in the diagonal elements of the density matrix of a transformed state.
The relation between losses and s-parametrized quasiprobability distributions has already been pointed out by Leonhardt and Paul [10] and problems with the reconstruction of the Wigner function have been analyzed in [11] . Methods to reconstruct quasiprobability distribution functions in cavity QED are usually based on the expression [12] 
with s as the parameter of quasiprobability function that indicates the relevant distribution (s = −1 Husimi [13] , s = 0 Wigner [14] and s = 1 GlauberSudarshan [15, 16] distribution functions), ρ the density matrix and the states |α, k are the so-called displaced number states [17] .
Leibfried et al. [18] and Bertet et al. [19] used the above expression to measure the Wigner function (s = 0 case) of the quantized motion of an ion and the quantized cavity field, respectively. It is possible to reconstruct a quasiprobability distribution function from the above equation since there is a direct recipe. Let us write equation (1) as
where D(α) is the Glauber displacement operator [15] . Note that, in order to obtain a quasiprobability distribution function we need to displace the system by an amplitude α and then measure the diagonal elements of the (displaced) density matrix.
We now aim to study the problem of reconstruction of the cavity field as studied in [20] , however, not only cavity decay but also atomic decay is allowed [21] . We then want to show that it is still possible to recover whole information about the initial state through the reconstruction of s-parametrized quasiprobability distributions.
2 Dispersive interaction between a two-level atom and a quantized field
We consider the master equation for the dispersive interaction between a twolevel atom and a quantized field
with χ as the dispersive interaction constant,n =â †â whereâ † andâ are the creation and annihilation operators, respectively.σ z is the Pauli-spin matrix related to the atomic inversion, andρ is the density matrix of the atom-field system.
In the above equation the cavity and atomic decay terms are given bŷ
in which the subscripts "A" and "F" refer to the terms atom and field, respectively. The corresponding superoperators are defined aŝ
We solve (3) by doinĝ
where we have defined
We note that
where the commutation relations
and
have been used. In the above equations, we have defined the superoperatorŝ
which commute with all the other superoperators involved, such that the solution of the evolved density matrix is written aŝ
One should note that, sinceĴ 2 Aρ (t) = 0, the following simplification may be obtained
and therefore,
wherê
2.1 Calculation ofρ 1 (t)
In order to calculate the evolved density matrix (16) it is needed to find both term on the right hand side of that equation. For this, we consider the atom and field to be initially in arbitrary states such that the initial atom-field density operator reads aŝ
in whichρ
where θ is an arbitrary angle and |e (|g ) is the excited (ground) state of the atom. We have considered an initially displaced (by an amplitude α) arbitrary field. We rewrite equation (18) with the help of the atomic operators aŝ
whereσ x = (σ + +σ − )/2. By acting the superoperatorR A on the atomic operators one arrives at
In order to find the evolved density matrix, we need to calculateρ 1 (t) in (17), so we have
sin 2 θσ z +σ −σ+ + sin(2θ) σ x cos(2χt ) +σ y sin(2χt )
where we have defined the following abbreviations
In obtaining equation (23) we have used the following relations e −iχσzt σ x e iχσzt =σ x cos(2χt ) +σ y sin(2χt ),
By usingσ x = (σ + +σ − )/2 andσ y = (σ + −σ − )/2i and defining ζ = C(χ, γ, t)+ iS(χ, γ, t) one can deduce 
Utilizing (22) and (26) results in the expression
we finally arrive at the end of our first task, namely the determination ofρ 1
Calculation ofρ 2 (t)
Now we pay attention to the calculation ofρ 2 (t). First we note to the following factsĴ
Therefore, we havê
Also, for each operatorx one can obtain
so that,
where we have used the binomial theorem. For the superoperatorR k F we havê
and finallŷ
Measuring quasiprobability distribution functions
At this stage, to measure the quasiprobability distributions, we use the method that has been proposed in Ref. [20] . To achieve this purpose, one should measure the atomic polarization σ x as follows
where η = γ + iχ and T r ρ 2 (t)σ x = 0. In the above relation,ρ 1 (t) and ρ 2 (t) have been defined in (28) and (34), respectively. Equation (35) can be simplified as
Since
we have
By changing the summation index in the second sum of the above equation with n + m = k, one may obtain
It is noticeable that equation (39) can be reduced to equation (20) of Ref.
[20] via choosing Γ = 0 (without considering the atomic decay) and θ = π 4
(especial case) as is expected.
We now start the second sum from k = 0 (as we would add only zeros) and change the order of the sums to obtain
The second sum can be cut at n = k as the terms for n > k are zero. therefore it may be summed to give
By defining 
, with = γ/χ we finally obtain
We plot in figure 1 the numerator of tan φ, i.e. the function + e −2γt (sin χt − cos χt) for two values of γ. Whenever this function crosses zero, tan φ is zero. We take in particular the interaction time of the first zero, which gives φ = π and define s = µ+1 µ−1 to write
or finally, comparing to equation (2)
i.e., by measuring an atomic observable, namely, the atomic polarization, we can reconstruct a quasiprobability distribution function even though atomic and field decays take place.
Conclusions
We have solved the dispersive interaction between a quantized electromagnetic field and a decaying two-level atom in cavity subject to losses by using superoperator techniques. We have shown that even in the both decaying cases we can still obtain information about the initial cavity field by means of s-parametrized quasiprobability distribution functions. Due to the fact that these functions contain complete information about the state of the cavity field, we are able to determine the field state, completely. One thing to consider is the fact that an effective (dispersive) interaction produces much slower processes such that, both atomic and field decays, may be of importance.
Moreover, if we consider a very small θ, i.e., the atom being mostly in the ground state with a very small contribution from the excited state, the reconstruction is still possible, as
and, although the reconstruction would be severely diminished by such a small angle and the fact that we are considering a finite atomic decay rate, it is still possible to obtain whole information from the initial field state.
Finally note that, if we consider γ = 0, i.e., an ideal cavity, µ = 1 [see equation (42) ] and then the Wigner distribution function may be reconstructed.
